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Worker
dies in fall
at Rec site
By Brenda Tai Tani
and Karen M. Derenti
Daily staff writers

Matt Durham

Speeal to the nary

Paramedics take away ironworker Percy Chow vi;ho fell from the top of Rec Center structure. He was later pronounced dead

Ski Club receives
special allocation
from A.S. board
By (7harlotte Banta
Daily sten writer
Despite concern over two key
points, the Associated Students
Board of Directors approved a special allocation of $4,500 to the SJSU
Ski Club.
Prior to the awarding of the allocation which will
be used to
sponsor a one -day ski trip --- board
members debated whether the Ski
Club might only interest a select
group of students and would interfere with the activ ities of the A.S.
Leisure Services
"By approv mg the allocation of
A.S. funds for is ’free’ ski trip (the
board of directors) :acted in their own
self-interest and showed imprudence
in handling A.S. funds." said Pitt-

ricia Phillips, director of non-traditional minority affairs and the only
person voting against the allocation.
in a written statement to the Spartan
Daily.
"The appeal of the ski trip is
ttx) narrow to warrant such a large
allocation." she said. "Further. if
each student attending the ski trip
paid only $24. there would be no
need for any A.S. money. I enjoy
skiing also. but I do not expect or
want A.S. to subsidi/e my ski trip...
A.S. President Mike McLennan
said. "I don’t believe it is self-interest." and he said he doesn’t see difficulty in obtaining student involvement. "I’d be really surprised if we
don’t get more than 500 people to
goo’.

Fountain flow one step closer
Directors grant support toward repair of SJSU attraction

Mike McLennan
. . . A.S. President
"It does seem like this is a big
party. but . . . it is a good opportusnaitiyd’. to get students together." he
While the special allocations
budget is for all students it is also an
’activity fund.," that has stiFsidi/ed
dances and speakers. and usual lv targets a particular audience. Alcl .enitan said.
"The purpose of the trip is to
allow interaction between students.
See SKIING, hack page

By Karen NI. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
The water may soon he flowing.
On Wednesday, the Associated
Students Hoard of Directors gave its
approval to proceed with repairs ot
the fountain. located in front of
Tower Hall.
The dried-up fountain repairs
and landscaping could cost as little
as $2.000, it. some of the supplies
are donated. said Kev in Swanson.
chairman of the A.S. committee to
repair the fountain.
Nov. the committee awaits approval &tun university administration and facilities and operations
’If everything goes well, potentially the fountain could be fixed
and running by the end of the semester, Swanson said.
Problems with the fountain
began a year-and -a -half ago w hen
the spout was shut ott due to an inadequate filter system SInee then. a

Petitioners
seek parking

Jason Elizondo.
petition organizer

said
Kellie 0’ Hare, a semoi
majoring in sociology.
The petition states:
"We. the students at SJSU
are requesting the use of
the Seventh and Huniboldt
Street lot and the land
under Highway 280. between. Second and Third
streets. to be converted
and used for parking by
the spring semester of
1988."
"The reason why
we’re asking for this is because there are a lot of vacant lots not being used,"
said Jason Eli/ondo. organi/er of the petition.

After construction of projects began. the Department of Traffic and Parking Operations responded to
the demand for more parking spaces by making the
lots available at Seventh and Humboldt streets, plus
the land under Highway 280.
These lots were eventually closed because of its
lack of use, said Henry Orbach. manager of Traffic
and Parking Operations.
"We’re not overflowing in the need for parking," he said.
As to the available land under Highway 280, Orbitch said that the structure of the freeway makes it
unfeasible for parking use.
"We’ve looked at it several times and we think
its got a had layout. And it’s not an area where I
would want to put a student." he said.
Ser PARKING. page 6

liability problem has also arisen and
the fountain has been labeled an "attractive nuisance" because neighborhood children use it as a NWill1111Ing 11001.
Al tile beginning
the semester a cost of $16.000 was quoted to
replace thc filter system. Since then
the cost has decreased m1.2010
If the supplies needed to make
the fountain arca safer and more aesthetically pleasing are not donated.
the cost could be as high as S8.000.

The $8.01Xt would go toward
replacing the filter. erecting a fence
around the fountain, buying two
benches and two concrete garbage
cans and installing two light poles.
According to Swanson. the $2.000 cost to replace the filter would
include the filter itself. the pipe.
valves and concrete for the base of
the filter.
This report is taking into

count that the punip v. run as it has
and that the pipe underneath the
fountain is still in good condition."
Swanson said.
Other equipment such as a
talower to vent fumes out of the tunnel where the filter is located. piping, and digging tool% to connect the
light pole% to it power supply. could
be supplied by SJSU. Swanson said.
He is hoping the cost of the
fence, which needs to .surround the
fountain to avoid liability problems,
will be donated by SJSU alumni.
The fence could cost !PDX) if it is
purchased.
Santa Clara County requires
that fences surrounding pools of
water be three -and -a -half feet high
with a self-closing. self-latching gate
and no more than three inches between the vertical bars A fence
the cost of liahil’iltjyllimasiustriaenclierninate
See FOUNTAIN’. page 6

’Adopt-A-Kid Day’
offers fun and fright

By Brenda ’l’ai Lam
Daiiy staff writer
With a limited number of parking spaces on
campus. circling SJSU has become a popular morning
pastime.
In response to this parking "nightmare" that has
plagued students and faculty alike. a group of Sociology 80 students have organited a petition drive demanding that action be taken on SJSU’s parking problem.
"The reason why we’re here is to make the administration aware that there is a parking problem."

’The reason
we’re asking
for this is
because there
are a lot of
vacant lots not
being used.’

A 39 year -old iron worker fell to his death Thursday afternoon at the Recreation and Events Center construction site.
Percy Chow died of massive head and chest injuries. said a nursing supervisor at San Jose Hospital.
The Santa Clara County Coroner’s Office released
the name after Chow’s next of kin were notified Thursday evening.
The accident occurred at approximately I p in. The
construction worker was on one of the metal decking%
which supports the roof of the Rec Center when he
stepped backward and fell nearly 70 feet to the ground.
said Rick Malone. project manager for American Steel
and Stairwav ( ’,instruction Company.
University Police received a request for an ambulance at 1:04 p.m. The emergency unit arrived at 1:09
p.m. and transported the worker, a resident of West
Pittsburg. to San Jose Hospital where he was pronounced
dead on arrival at 1 : 1,4 p.nt.
Malone did not witness the accident. but arrived at
the scene after the worker fell He said he saw the worker
v mg on his back.
The wriiker was an employee of ITT. Mancini
See FALL. page 6

By Nelson Cardadeiro
Daily staff writer
We
11.1%e nevi,
parents here
now ," said one teenage girl after
pal tici
m Joe Vv.est Hall’s
" Adopt 1 -Kid" Halloween pro
grain.

Ken Johnston

- Daily staff photographer

Health Educator ()scar Rattle gets his point across at a discussion on AIDS

Education key to fighting AIDS
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
were
information
and
Education
stressed as the most important preventative
measures of acquired immune deficiency
syndrome by two panelists at the final event
of SJSU’s "Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Week."
"We have to get away from the cookbook approach of you can do this. you can’t
do this." SJSU health educator Oscar Battle
said.
"What we have today niight not be that
way later... he said. "People have to learn in
an open sense. so we know what we learn
today might change.
"AIDS is still a young disease and we
don’t know a lot about it. Battle said.
David Burgess, AIDS project community coordinator from the Santa Clara County

-

-

Health Department. talked about the program currently. in place at the county health
department. The four purposes of the program are:
Providing education to all groups.
Free and confidential screening and
testing for AIDS.
Maintaining local statistics on AIDS
patients and combining them with the national statistics.
Working with the people of the community to share information about the disease.
"I’m more optimistic about research
and treat ment. Burgess said. "I’m more
pessimistic because I don’t like some of the
trends I see "
On the positive side. the county health
department received funds in March toward
See AIDS, page

program
night’s
Tuesday
brought 34 children. ranging from 7
to 17 years old, from the Santa Clara
County Children.% Shelter to the residence hall for an evening of entertainment.
The children stay at the shelter
anywhere from 24 hours to six
months because they are abused at
home.
"These kids art. taksn away
from then patents because ot mental
or physical abuse." said Jayne
Davis, a seventh floor resident adviser for West Hall. ’They either go
back to their parents or to a foster
home. Hopefully. itIl be with their
parents

*

said this type of program
was tost dime in Hoover Hall during
the spring 1984 semester a% an Easter project.
She said lllll re than 150 students
trom the residence hall% participated
I );I% IS

it is a good
feeling to help these
kids that wouldn’t
have had the
opportunity to do
this where they are.’
Sean Anderson,
West flail resident adviser
in last year. s program
Davis decided to promote a
Halloween program in West Hall be
cause "ies known as an apathetic
hall. and they didn’t get involved
last year
The kids were divided into two
groups. Vv.hile one group was bobbing for apples. the others were carving pumpkins Atter about 35 minutes. they sw itched
The children also trick -orAlin, hack page

Personal safety seminar offers
prevention tips on date rape
ISSUe Of
safety
Ube
was presented at a seminar Wednesday sponsored by the University PoI kr you know v our date"
lice Ikpartment. Topics included
Within Santa Clara County ap- date rape, assault awareness and preproximately two to three reported vention. street safety. home and auto
rapes occur every day to a person security and theft prevention Apwho was on a trn a date For every proximately 20 people attended the
two cases reported. there are an esti- seminar
mated 10 date rapes that go unre"There is a prevalent problem
ported, said Diana Craft -Keller, a with date rape in general and I think
counselor at Valley Rape Crisis Cen- that irs high on this campus."
ter
See
F HT. bark page

By Brenda ’I’M I.am
Daily staff writer
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Ode to a grandmother
Theic., no substitute for the strength and advice
lov ed ones once they have gone. Yet the lessons ot a lite lived with dignity and honor can
remain behind to otter guidance.
A person is truly lucky if they can have-just one
person in their lite to provide them with unconditional
love. someone %silo
ays takes the time to give
freely. of themsely es Once someone like that is gone.
their persona remain% as a testimony to love.
Nom.. I’m not normally an overly sentimental
type. hut !can’t stop a huge smile from spreading ac cross my face when I remember my grandmother. a
woman yvho served as my mentor and guide until she
died three years ago.
As I sit tying a wreath for her grave today. the
anniversary of her last day in this life. a saran) of
memories flows through my mind.
1-1()),(,ev er, it is not with sadness that I think of
our times together
it is with a sense of happiness.
My grandmother never lost her sense of wonder
and joy in life. She was a rambunctious kid to the
. neighborhood kids would still
end. At the age ot
knix:k on her door. asking if she could come out and
play v, ith them They intuitively knew her as a free
spirit. Even in her last years. confined to a bed in a
nursing home. she continued to spread joy.
Often when I was in her room visiting. nurses
from other wings of the hospital would pop in for
their daily hug and smile. Despite being paralyzed on
her left side. and having her right leg aniputated. she
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John Churillo, Marketing Manager
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exuded such a delight in living, that those who
worked at the facility came to her for inspiration.
Some of her visitors were so moved by her
staunch attitude in the face of adversity, that they
composed a poem which read, "Scraping one bx.oken
wing against sterile bedsheets, the caged bird sang a
song so sweet that the wild birds paused in flight,
using her song to guide them."
I always looked forward to visits with my grandmother. even when she was in the hospital. I would
drive 350 miles to Eureka to spend a weekend visiting
her, and while there, I sometimes would call on her
neighbors us well. Many of the residents there were
hungry for some human contact.
Here were people whose world often consisted
entirely of the halls and rooms of the rest home. The
nurses. orderlies and other residents were, for some.
their only human contact.
Though they may have had family living nearby,
few received regular visits from their families. It always struck me while there that many of the residents
had been thrown off and abandoned by their families.
At a time when they needed love and compassion the
most, they sat alone in their moms.
It was with a sense of indignation that I would
learn that though one of my grandmother’s neighbor’s
had family living less than a five-minute drive away,
they only saw them a few times a year. It seemed a
heartless way to treat someone who was in the waning
years of their life.
In our youth -oriented culture. fast-paced and
hectic. it seems a shame to allow our seniors to
nierely fade away. These are people with great
worth the knowledge accomulated throughout a
long life.
I can still hear the joyous sound of my grandmother’s laugh echoing through the halls of Seaview
Convalescent Horne. I am glad, I was able to enjoy
her company while she was alive, and I wonder how
many people there are in hospitals who would laugh
too. if only they had some company.
See you at the rest home.
Hans Ingebretsen is an a.s.sociate editor.
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Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages
readers to write letters to the editor.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office
on the second floor of Dwight Bentel
Hall or to the Student Union Information desk.

Greeks protest fraternity cartoon, editorial
Editor.
The Spartan Daily has reached a new high in lows
with its editorial cartoon of (kt. 28. We were appalled
the
misuse of the trust placed in the Spartan Daily ediby
tors by the student body and administration of thi% university. The Daily editors felt it necessary’ to run this
near slanderous cartoon with no other apparent reason
than to insult fraternities.
What could have possibly been their reason for running such a cartoon? It certainly’ wasn’t informative, nor
was it related to the events that prompted its inclusion in
the editorial section. A reply in kind to this cartoon
might go something like the old childhood taunt. "I’m
rubber. you’re glue . .
The Daily said that the [EC president had an obligation to explain to the press why the meeting was being
closed. The Daily has a greater obligation to publish a
fair and responsible paper. It is obv ious that they fell far
short of this goal when they used the paper to insult
rather than inform.
Terry Hickman
Junior
Philosophy
Kent Tibbils
Senior
Marketing Management
Editor,
I’m writing to you concerning the comic you
printed in the Spartan Daily on Wed. (kt. 28. with the
tather talking to his son about fraternies. and being a
cool dude.
I resent the whole thing. For one. we don’t call you
"looms," so dont call us "Frats. It’s fraternities.
For anothei . we don’t pledge a house to he "cm)!
dudes. We do it for a leaniing experience and to try to
get involved in school acti v ities. which for some reason
you are threatened by.
If you must crack jokes that are going to hurt "on
campus" activites. why don’t you make jokes atx)ut the
’A.S.. or yourselY es. Why must it always be an attack on

the fraternities?
You wonder why the IFC has to have closed meetings. It’s because you might write more slanderous
things than you already do.
Instead of trying to crush what little SJSU spirit
there is. why don’t you try to join fraternities in our efforts to make this school a more pleasurable college experience for everyone’?
Greg Haws
Junior
Advertising
Editor,
As a result of the closing to the general public, press
included, of an Interfraternity Council meeting. one article, one editorial and one editorial carnxin appeared in that edition. It became quite obvious to the reader the
Daily had heed offended, demonstrating once again a
poor judgment in its views and coverage of the Greek
system here at SJSU.
Those of us who are involved in the Greek system
here have. for many a year. knowri the Daily hit* a
slanted view toward Greeks. Article after article has appeared exposing the evil within our campus, turning sensitive issues into sensational journalism. and saving
naive students from getting sucked into the Greek way of
life.
The Greek community has stood by silently while
journalistic feats learned at some sort of Gerald() Rivera
School of Investigative Reporting have lambasted us and
our community. Who else but Geraldo would draw a parallel between the IFC and the Nicaraguan government
under Daniel Ortega? Even in making this statement, the
author alludes to the idea of a newspaper opposed to
Greeks at SJSU.
With all the rhetorical jockeying in just one issue of
the Daily. how can the paper not demonstrate its lack of
understanding and insight into our Greek community’?
Perhaps without participating, or should I say choosing
not to participate, the staff of the paper can never understand the relationships. leaderstlip skills and memories

Taking it to the Limit

only experienced through joining a Greek letter organization.
Maybe the Greeks should now stand together. as
they did in that ’EC meeting. and oppose a newspaper
that permits poor journalism on our campus.
Craig Corey
Senior
Aeronautics
F:ditor,
After viewing the cartoon in the Oct. 2g issue of the
Spartan Daily regarding fraternities, I cannot help but
classify the cartoonist as another student against fraternities.
The cart(xmist claims that being in a fraternity
means instantly being a "cool dude on campus. Obviously he believes that fraternity members are merely beer
drinking. hell -raising males who appeared in "Animal
House."
I would like to acknowledge some of the "c(x)I"
fraternity members on the SJSU campus that the cart(x)nist seemingly has overlooked:
1987 Homecoming King
*Mike McCarthy
*Tom Boothe -- former A.S. president
mMichael Fox - Spartan Daily, advertising director
*Hunter Elkins Spartan Daily. national advertising manager
Spartan Daily, marketing manelJohn Churillo
ager
faBob Griffin president. Circle K Club
The cartoonist alm) states that $300 would get a guy
an ’’oppurtunity" to join a frat. Maybe he should invest
that money into an education in spelling.
Before passing judgment on fraternity members, the
cartoonist should take a closer kiok at his fellow students. It would be a shame if the wrong thing were said
in the wrong crowd.
Brad Aragon
Senior
Public Relations
Editor,
As a member of Sigma Chi fraternity, and a past
member of the Interfraternity Council. I wholeheartedly
agree with Jim Knoll’s decision to close the IF(’ meeting
of Oct. 26.
Knoll was simply exercising his right to hold a
closed meeting. The Daily states in the Oct. 211 editorial:
"Technically. the IFC does not have to ()pen its meetings." The issue to he discussed was of a sensifive nature, and Knoll was simply protecting the parties from
the Daily’s negative attitude toward fraternities in general.
Since I have attended SJSU, the fraternity system
has gotten a burn rap from the Daily. Frequently, stories
about the good things that fraternity: do on campus. such
as philanthropies. are buried on the last page or not
printed at all. But as soon as a fraternity commits one indiscretion, it gets blown out of proportion and becomes
front page news.
Editors. I believe you will find the WC will gladly
open its doors to the Daily when the good elements of
fraternites are given equal time with the had. And to
note. comparing Nicaragua to IFC meetings is absolutely
absurd.
Doug Leighton
Junior
Iluman Resource Administration

David
Barry

Keep the patch open
it was late. In another hour, it would be off to get
a beer.
Rut then the phone rang.
"Hello," the source said. "I just wanted to
tell you that Him. Van Pelt has been fired."
"Linus?" I said. "You mean the little guy
with the blanket who watches for the ’Great Pumpkin?"
"That’s right the source replied. "He’s
gone. Something about him being a pumpkin distributor without a license. That’s all can say."
’’OK . I said. "Thank you...
This sounded like something g(xxi. I quickly
put a call int() Linus.
"Linus," I said. "I understand you were fired
from you’re joh.
I’m not talking:. he said.
"Not talking’? Don’t you want to explain yourself? From what I understand you were selling
pumpkins without a license."
"I’m not commenting.’’
"So. it’s true then?"
"No." he responded. "If you want to talk to
anyone you’ll have to ask Charlie."
"All right: I said. "If that’s all you’ve got to
say, fine. Don’t protect yourself...
So off I went in search of one Charlie Brown. I
had talked to him several times and knew he was a
short guy without much hair. I caught up to him on
the baseball field.
"Charlie: I said, "I understand I.inus was
fired from his job of waiting for the "Great Punipkin?"
"It’s a personnel matter." he responded
quickly.. "And I’m not talking about it.

66

iit don’t." I asked, "your fellow neighhors’have a right to know’? Don’t they
deserve the hard. straight truth’?"
"I have no comment .’
"Well, did you make the decision?"
"No, Lucy did. And that’s all I’m saying."
So. L.ucy
Linus’ sister and ruler of the
neighborhood
knew the answers. Perhaps, she
could shed some light on the matter.
I found her in the middle of a meeting on lemonade sales. or at least I thought they were.
"Lucy, I started to blurt out.
"Hold it,’ she said. Are you from the
media’?"
"Well, yes. I said. "I just wanted to ask you
"Well then, we want you outta here, this is a
closed meeting and I have nothing to say atx)ut
Linus other than he’s off to do other things."
"Doesn’t it concern you that you’re keeping
the neighborhood in the dark over the whole thing’?
"Don’t you think they want to know who’s
going to be watching the "Great Pumpkin" for
them?
"And who." I yelled as I was pushed out the
dom, "is going to replace him?
"I have no comment.’ she said angrily. "It’s
a personnel matter."
Iknew I had one last shot. had to try and get
Snoopy to talk. He doesn’t like Lucy, maybe
he’d spiel the beans.
When I arrived at Snoopy’s doghouse, the
dom. was closed hui Woodstock was outside. Hc
said that if I had any questions. I was going to have
to go through him.
"Was Linus tired?" I asked once again.
"I’m sorry, sir, but Snoopy told me to tell you
that it’s a . . . "
"No, let me guess it’s a stupid personnel matter."
"You got it. Gee sir, you must really spend a
lot of time around colleges."
David Barry is the City F.dttor. who wishes
information came as easily as candy on Halloween. Taking it to the lAmit appears every Friday.
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Superpowers agree on ’87 agenda
MOSCOW (AP)
The superpowers agreed on a summit agenda

U.S. officials, also speaking on
condition of anonymity, said the

third meeting between Reagan and
Gorbachev could be arranged for late
November or early December.

A bnef look at off campus

News

mit date.
Shevardnadze

missiles and discuss cuts in longrange strategic arsenals.
He said they also would discuss
limits on developing the proposed
U.S. space -based ID I ssile defense

Foreign
Ministry
spokesman
Boris D. Pyadyshev told reporters

program known as "Star Wars.’
The Soviet-U.S. dispute over the
system prevented agreement on a
summit date during Secretary of
State George P. Shultz’s visit to

the leaders would sign a treaty to
scrap
intermediate-range
nuclear

Moscow last week.
Foreign Minister

F.duard

Judge removed
from bench

secretary to Reagan. was to WTI% e in
Washington on Friday for further
talks. The Soviet official said the letter contains the proposal for a sum

World

No

date was announced, but
one official said privately that the
Soviets are proposing the two leaders meet the first week in December.

Daily Delivery

Shevardnadze. carrying a !coo trom
the Soviet Communist Party general

and cleared the way for Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev to meet President Reagan in the United States
later this year, a Soviet spokesman
said Thursday.

A.

vits

in

Prague.
Czechoslovakia. Thursday to meet
with Warsaw Pact foreign ministers.
"Presently,

SAN FR ANCISCO AP)
For the first time
since los ;. the state Supreme Court on Thursday or-

we

have an understanding that together with the agreement on medium -range and shorter range missiles, questions relative to

dered a tilde,:

tem.\ ed from the bench, saying Catalina .111.11,c (*.int fudge Robert Furey had been vindictiv e and ahirsiv e to people appearing before him.
In a unanimous decision, the court found Furey
guilty ot eight ai.t. ot willful misconduct." Six in -

strategic offensive weapons and the
neaty
ARM (anti -ballistic missile
will

be

%oh ed

toiii.in he oideied laded several times after
she omplained to
state
about him; the
othei two coni.eined
ASIIICtl he said he would
...Ise
alvv.o. belie\ e a police
ice!. ACT’ a defendant.
Fine ’s
ye’ lkinus Fischer. said he was dis-

thoroughly

discussed at a
summit meeting." Pyady shey said.
"This is sufficient for a summit to
take place this year "

appointed in the ruling He said the acts cited by the
court \tete -alio Lawns’ tioni the first year and a

Campus Crimes
An allegedly drunk man was arrested in the Spartan Pub by University Police Wednesday night when
he refused to leave after creating a
disturbance. The man, who is not an
SJSU student, is charged with resisting a police officer, being drunk in
public, and disturbing the peace.

Anyone missing the bike is encouraged to contact the department with
a complete description of it.

UPD confiscated a locked bicycle that was blocking an area outside
Dudley Moorhead Hall Oct. 23.

For the Record
Because of a copyediting
error, a paragraph in "Fullerton faces CSU evaluation on
petformance" was not accurate. The CSU Chancellor’s
Office requests letters from at
least 50 persons on campus but
asks specifically /Or I0 or 12
people who interact with President Fullerton on a regular
basis. This evaluation is a
shorter third-year review. A
full-scale evahtation occurs
every six years.
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mote than three years on the bench.
He also said he had hoped the court would accept
Furey ’s suspension from office since June 19146.
when the Commission on Judicial Performance Fee

A purse containing $81 in cash
Oct. 20 from the fifth
floor of Clark I.ibrary between 9 and

was taken

IIIS !LIDOS al, as all adequate punishment.
1 iiiev . now is, is a tormer civil engineer who
graduated nom law .01001 at age 49 and spent two

10 p.m.

11111110 .1111/1-11C.\
II
and public defend on ices in 1 os
rigeles County before his election
in 1982 as the onlv ’ridge in the town of Avalon.
He spent one day a week on the Catalina Justice
Court. and the rest ot his time on temporary assign-

news

"Initial investigation indicated the death may
have been caused by a self-intlicted cut it) her wrist,’
Martin said.
Correctional officers called members of the pris-

medical staff, who pronounced the woman dead
and arranged for the inmate to be transported to the
hospital.

on’s

The prisoner was serving a five-year sentence for
property crimes. Martin said. and arrived at CMC in
March.
The woman’s death was being investigated by
both the county sheriff’s department and CMC authorities.
The single -wide mobile home where the man
and woman were found is one of 16 family visiting
areas at CMC.
They had entered the mobile home Sunday.
Most inmates are allowed family visits on the average of once every three months, Manin said.

Intnates may visit privately with their wives.
parents and children in the mobile homes, which are
located beneath the guard towers at the prison. Inmates allowed such long visits are less likely to go to
prison again after getting parole, Martin said.
He said inmates and visitors are searched prior to
each visit. Prisoners are then checked at least once a
day after that, Martin said.

C11

An AM/FM cassette stereo valued at 5208 was taken sometime between I I a.m. and 5 p.m. Oct. 23
Two engineering plotters val- from a car in the 10th Street Parking
ued at $2,203 were taken sometime Garage.
Monday or Tuesday from Room 337
of the Engineering Building.
An abandoned car was found on
its side Oct. 23 at 1:25 a.m. near
Three men were arrested outEighth and Reed streets. It is susside Spartan Stadium Saturday night
pected to be a fraternity stunt, UPD
after a fight erupted between football
Chief Lew Schatz said.
fans over accusations that some of
the tailgaters were spreading barbecue coals near a parked car.
A 23 -year-old man was cited
The men allegedly attacked
other fans with beer bottles. One vic- Oct. 23 for reckless driving after
tim suffered a cut and was rushed to UPD officers spotted him hot rtxiding by spinning his tires near pedesthe hospital by ambulance.
trians and other traffic.
A window in the Administration Building was broken when
someone threw a beer bottle at it
sometime between Oct. 23 anti Monday. Repairs are estimated at $1W.

Page 3

A plastic Honda sign valued at
$22.50 was taken from a motorcycle
parked in the Seventh Street Garage
sometime between Oct. 18 and 23.

An anonymous call to UPI) at
9:35 a.m. Oct. 20 reported that there
was a student had planted a bomb in
Room 850 of the Business Tower.
Officers

searched the building
did not find any explosives.

ments to othei

ICC allt1 VIUDICipal COHnS. mostly in
Los Angeles County . The job pays about $27.000 a

but

\

Is DIV hill judge renioved by the court
iigeles
Municipal Court Judge Mario
(iiiiizalez was iinsted in I oS3 tor a variety of misconduct. in. hiding inteReding in criminal cases for
since

A 1985 Kawaski motorcycle
was stolen near the Business I ow er
Oct. 20 betv.ven 3:30 and 4.
p
Palo Alto Police recovered the mo-

I os

friends and lienetactois and making ethnic and sexual
sluis
Foul other tudges have been removed since
1,73.

Wife’s visit ends in death
s.AN
(misp()

torcycle

later that night when the
rider was stopped for a traffic violation.

granted
iiiii.011,1oir.

with
hui sift\

his

morning in

An
inmate.
wife. was found

the prison mobile

home they had shared tor 72 hours. His wife, her
Isis slashed. vv.]. dead
Coo ectional oitkers at the California Men’s
Colony liquid the two. whose names were not re-

A student committed battery on
a woman at Hoover Hall (kt. 19
when he grabbed her. yelled. then
spit in her face. UPD has identified
the man.

leased. %%hen they went to the mobile home at 10:10
Thritsday to tell them their time was up, said
.1
C Alt ’ spokesman I’d Tip
Martin.
earold woman’s death ap-

A video cassette recorder and
power pack valued at $250 were stolen sometime between 3 anti 4 p.m.
on Oct. 22 from an unattended room
in Sweeney Hall.

A man accused ot spilling beer
19 party in Hoover Hall
was punched in the eye, opening a

at an Oct.

cut that required five stitches. UPD
has no suspects in the ease.

Compi led In nat c 1

11111011

Zodiac letter called fake
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
A letter sent a
someone who said he was the Zodiac
serial killer of 19 years ago was declared a hoax today
by the state Department of Justice.
The letter. which threatened to kill trick or treaters on Halloween. was similar to several mailed to
area newspapers in the late ’60s and early ’70s. It was
received by the Vallejo Times-Herald Wednesday .
but a handwriting analysis found it to be a phony. police reported.
Vallejo police Capt. Roy Conway said the letter
"was not authored by the authentic Zodiac. but that it
is a simulation of a hoax letter written in 1978.
"There will be an investigation to try anti deternewspaper by

mine the author of the hoax letter for potential prosecution. As a result of this information, the police department is satisfied that the threats contained in the

be attributed to the original Ztxliac
The 1978 letter, also purportedly from Zodiac.
went to the San Francisco Chronicle and was also declared a phony.
letter cannot

The San Francisco Police Department then announced that detective David Toschi. for nine years
the top investigator in the Zodiac case. had written
other, self-laudatory letters over fictitious nanies to an

1.1", In’ilidlea is Angeles. was taken to
Peaterililit::
a local hospital. but Martin would not identify it and
1111111e of the prisoner’s condition.
said he vv
%Lunn ould not describe the inmate’s injuries,

Toschi told report"1 wrote no Ztxiiac
ers. "I don’t need another letter. It only brings me

hut said nor,: were

tons of extra work .’

isihle that I know of."

area author. He was demoted to the pawn shop detail
and retired from the force two years ago.
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The Concert Choir will hold its
annual wreath sale through Nov. 2.
Call Suzanne Flennett at 277-2923
for information.
The theatre arts department is
renting out Halloween costumes
from 11:30 a. tn. to 1:30 p.m. today
in Hugh Gillis Hall. Room 136B.
KSJS radio will hold its annual
Halloween Costume Contest today
from noon to 1 p.m. Call Gail at
277-276(3 for information.

froni 11:30 to 2:30 p.m. outside the
Student Union. Call Jason I’ll/midi)
at 227-2948 for information.

San Jose State Forerunnets will
have Rice Firoocks speaking tonight
at 7:30 p.m. Call 998-1395 for infor-

hnel 1(),,k at campus events

information.
The I utheran Campus Ministry
will have a worship se’ v ice Sunday
at

10:45 a in at the chapel on 300
South 10th St Call Norb Finihaber

at 298-0204 tot information.

Choi at 942-8661 for information.

The Spartan Tennis Club will
hold a make-up meeting at the tennis
courts from 2 to 4:30 p.m. today.
Call Howard at 277-X262 for information.
The SJSU
will

be

MUSIC

department

holding

a "Carnival of
Music" tomorrow from I I .10 to 5
p.m. (\intact 277-2923 for intorma-

tion.
Deadline for applying for positions on the A.S. Election Board is
ttxlay at 4 p.m. Contact Michele
Bertolone for more infiirmation at
277-3201 or the Associated Students
office on the third floor of the Stu-

The
Center %kill have
a worship and mass Sunday at 6:30
it in
and
at the chapel on 3(X)
South filth st
Bob I.eger
29841204 lot inhumation.

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY
Student NewsmaeasIne RoiNts

BAR/BRI
LSAT

have

A lecture by Dr. Paul I.indenmeyer will be held today at I I:30
a.m. in Dudley Moorhead Hall.
Room 1(37. Call Jo-Anne Fenton at
277-2446 for information.
The Spartan Rugby Club will
have an alumni game tomorrow at 1
p.m. at South Campus. Call H. D.
Cash at 277-8607 or 293-7519 for

ts department will
\ i)gt demonstrat-

1)omenit k .1
ing and discussing the technique of
kurhythini. s Nlonday at 12 10 in the

Studio
-I 4., +I)

at L)

dent Union.
Students from the Sociology 80
class will be collecting petitions for
additional campus parking today

by the table in front of the Student
Union for more information.

SJS Ultimate will be having its
weekly practice today at 5 p.m. Call
Scott Parsons at 297-0456 for information.

The theatre arts department will
present technologies conimunication
expert Punch Shaw Monday at H:30
a.m. in Hugh Gillis Hall. Rtxim 118.
He will speak again at 9:30 a.m. in
Sweeney Hall. Room ItX). Call Allaire at 924-4530 for more information.

mation.

The theatie

The Korean Student Association will hold its general meeting
today at 2:30 p.m. Call Jung Hwa

p.m. Call Paul Matsumoto at 22678/45 for intbrmation.

The SJSU Ski Club will sponsor a Halloween dance tonight at
p.m. Call Chuck at 268-5633 or stop

Do you have an event worth trumpeting?
ADVERTISE IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
10!
.:2-c

Allaire or Karl
hi! iiitormation.

Washington

Square

Federal

Union w ill hilNe llss investments department meeting Monday.
at I p in. in the Alomalt. Room in
the Student [mon Call 947.7273
for information

Call 277-3171

Credit

Farm

fliA.

;"

’The Pre \
al Students AsII,’
1)1 Chin speaksociation v.
ing on Asian metlivitie today at I:30

le-berat-ir

Free Camera Offer!

#4

OVER
II KAPLAN

OUR GUARANTEE

’3ULI1O
SE.61N6 RAM 511ILCON MlfyHT iMNI
EDSE IN 114E Me MARICET. INFF MOMS TC
FACS A ZENIDI PERSONAL CDMPV1T-R

SCORE IN THE TOP 20%
OR TAKE OUR NEXT

COURSE FREE
I)iscover how Sheldon -the
Computer Nerd -gets the
big bucks.

11:=ICEME1
CALL (415)441-5600 ’..1611/

!liThF..47.7--.4:7:+:1!, 7.

Why does a Computer Nerd like
Sheldon end up getting aU the job
from your Zenith
The Zenith Data Systems Z.181 Laptop PC
Daxaltng back ht LCD
screen for cnsp text
and great readaNhty
I hid .11/2’ 720K floppy
disk dnves
Runs virtually all Pt
ornpatible uilware
640K RAM
ms DOS
A rechargeable batter y
for hours of I K. power
Perfect for taking
notes writing papers and reeling graphs s on
the spot’

Data Systems Campus Contact.
And ask about the special offer
below. Sheldon says it’s definitely
executive material!

Here’s the Sheldon Special!

offers? Find out

Kinko’s Announces
Desktop Publishing
by the Hour
Get the convenience and quality
of a Macintosh" and
LaserWriter" desktop
publishing systemwithout
the expense!

kinktrs

Greet melee Great 00011.0

310 S. 3rd St.
(Across from McDonalds)
295-4336

ft4

older your college ring
now and receive a F RH
Kodak it)mm camera.

.1()srri;,Ns
I

o. NOV 2-6

FOC expanded
storage. ask atasn
the z
Laptop
Pt with a In SMR
Hard lhsk and sing
.P.S" floppy

11111111.ror

IPIO

\I tagYnt Poi

$1,3991’

Iron,

10:00-6:00

.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact today:

$20.00

systems
JOIliif I data

Heath/Zenith
408/377-8920
Alex Rush
213/695-0721

INF (slum, (10ES IN BERIFIf THE NiMilf 00ES ON
Ask about how you . gushly lie easy montlyti psyrnenly with 7entth INN Systems ire& tad’
taunt ina ma Int die
r.r.t ,oh anyur.Nnes dens* /emit. untaiol two. anwr tr, natant.
,er .1.ral in ant I/ mg h
I ent en. nerwawi "mower and r.re
had, ro
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Parrott’s goal in overtime gives SJSU upset win
Spartans, Cal tied for second
liy Dolly ()Ism
Daily staff wroer
After defeating Stantord
the three-day California Invitational
Tourriament last Fridav the SJSE
iilic\lidcthotrx.y.k.ey team upset the Cardinal
once again Wednesda) in a repeat I
the Spartans’
Ts.hrset .victorv
field marked the hist colitcience loss
Norl’a, cow&
in Stantoill’s
tied with t
licikeley
for second place in the NorPac with
a -4- I I conference record The (7ardinal defeated the Spartans .2-1 in
their first meeting at Stanford earlier
this
A lici a scoreless game at the
end ot regulation play the t %AI, teams
IMO overtime due to outstanding defense
both the Spartans and
the Cardinal
loNi of the :Kiwi) for the entire
game kSils spent at midfield.
scored pie
The fiff:if Lois
Ione goal ol the gainc ;2 seconds
into oertime. The goal was scored
1)s Rome- fors.kard Tina Parrott.
I was ahout four feet away
from the coal line when I reached
mound the coalkeeper. jabbed at the
with los left hand and it went
Parroo
The citioal goal will help pave
the field tor S.Pit! to finish first in
the NiiiPac.
We needed this win to co io
the regionals. Parrott .aid "N,m
.e Ins’ need to beat Pacific and Ito
kclev
rife team and coach Car,
w in then
I cw is ale con ’dent the
iicvt two 12.aines against the Tigers
and the Bears.
r(

Brad Sh,,ikawa
ailysta p otograp er
%1etinesda’s tempt. But ina Parrott stored in mertime to give the Spartans a 1-0
Tina Dusablon streaks tomard the goal in action fr
S.1S1 -Stanford lield hockey game. Dusablon didn’t score on this at- uin titer the Cardinal.

Field Hockey
..We’re getting better %Ali each
game. Parrott said "Its teamwork
that has allossed LIS It) get this far.’
If the Spartans hase any concern over a team, it %tould be the
Bears. SJSU is scheduled to play Cal
on Nov. 7.
"Our home held is to our advantage and we will play them
bere.Flile’eS"ni.siist’.:Iidis. are currently one
point behind Stanford in the NorPac
This lrida)s game be iv veil the Caidinal and the Hears
\Nil] determine if SJSU can move
mto
the NorPac conterence.
\Ve’ e done our part. Lewis
said "Nom, Berkeley needs to do
then’s
Lev, is is contiortahle that California can heat Stanford.
"California %kill he up for this
game and tho stand a good chance
I e1 is Sail!.
at winning
If the liCills WIIIS 41% el. Stanford
and the Spaiians defeat both California and Pacific. then the Spartans
will have the hitl for the NCAA playThe Spartans will host the Tilers next Wednesday at 1 p.m.

Take a Cruise in
The Classifieds!

S.F. coaches avoid strike
SAN FR \ NC’s(
San
Frano.co’. ouhlr, sk:hool
The
said they agreed to
oted (I) I T. to a,....ept parual iesiora
"reluctantiv accept limited restorathin of middle school and high tion ot the athletic program.
’Hie),
pliii21,1111, silt
the
also aciced
ince;
fa v to iccv aLINER:1
lum,. then posilion if MI progiams
The
hes hal voted to strike are not icstoied
unless sports procrams
Noventhei
"We male:stand that this dis%keit, completelv lestl)fell
loci is t
iallv strapped. said
The Cti.ICIles
tell
Oil V, eSilieSnight to af,cpt the rest, fi anon !vim Chi istensen. picsiklent of the
sla
Association of Atliof-den:LI h the hoaid ot ediftatifim Sail Ilan, is,.
Coashes and Plivsical Educaprovided ihat any new monev vv ill he
used to Inn \ resuscitate the sports tion leachers.

The story of one
man’s friendship.
one mails courage.
one man’s dream.
He ga e freedom
to those who
er knew it
before.
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NOW PLAYING
AMC

SANTA CLARA

SARATOGA 6

CINEMA
LSO
THEATRE 244-8343

THEATRE 374-3324

CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIMES

When you play as hard as The Fabulous Thunderbirds,
grab hold of a Gold.Coors Extra Gold.
color copy ol this poster. send $2 So ,n check or money order to 1. res Beer s f I he Birds Poster Otter. PO Box 1146. Grand Rapids.
MN 55745 Valid only in the United States \hid where prohibited by law Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery Otter good while supplies last
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SJSU loses fifth straight
Same old story as Spartan soccer team falls to Hornets
Richard Motroni
writer
Mistakes. blown opportunities
and misfortune are quite familiar
subjects of conversation when talking about the 1987 SJSU soccer
team.
Those same topics came up
after Wednesday’ night’s 3-0 loss to
Sacramento State. It was SJSU’s
third consective shutout and fifth
straight loss.
"I kept telling the guys all
week that Sacrament() State is a very
good team." Spartan coach Julius
Menendez said. "Even though
they’re a Division -II team playing a
Division -I team. Sacramento was
ranked 15th in the nation."
Although Tuesday’s heavy
rains weren’t enough to justify a
postponement, they easily converted
the Spartan Stadium field into a
NetIli-niud bowl.
Still, some players quite en toyed the niuddy ground.
"Man. I love it," said forward
Jerry Montgomery. "You can get
better traction on the field and get
dirty at the same time. It’s a lot better than astroturf
like Cal’s.
Early in the game. SJSU surprised the Hornets by playing far
more aggressive than usual. Led by
John Dickinson, the Spartan offense
challenged Hornet goalie Andy
Molter early and often.
"Our offense played a little bit
stronger than usual," Montgomery
said. "I felt that we could have
scored any time."
The first score came when Hornet midfielder Tim Gaither pushed
the ball from the right side of the
goal box and shot a pass int() the
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SJSILI’s John Dickinson slips allowing Sacramento State’s Ron Prehle to advance uptield.

ay-

The Hornets handed the Spartans their fifth straight loss, 3-0 Wednesday.

Spartans travel to Utah St.
By Brent Ainsworth
Daily staff writer
"We’re not anywhere close to
being competitive with teams as
good as San Jose State,- Chuck
Shelton said. "We’re not in the
same class."
Shelton. Utah State’s head football coach. feels that declaration is
fact. not just his opinion. And he has
a notion that most competent grid
scholars would buy his statement.
Utah State (2-5. 1-2 in Pacific:
Coast Athletic Association play)
hosts the Spartans Saturday at noon
IK ICU TV. Channel 36) in Logan,
Utah.
Shelton is in his second year
and has a career record of 5-13 with
the Aggies. This season’s losses include non -conference poundings
from Nebraska (56-12). Kentucky
(41-0) and Brigham Young 145-24).
Shelton said he feels another one
coming on.
"Next to Nebraska. San Jose
State is going to be the best team
we’ve faced... he said. "They’re
probably a top 20 team, in my opinion."
This week is homecoming week
for the Aggies. Logan (pop. 26,(810)
rolls out its red carpet each year for
the USII’s annual gala affair. closing
off the main street for a huge parade.
But there may he another parade on the field at Romney Stadium, as the PCAA’s worst defense
(USU) attempts to stop the conference’s best offense (SJSU). The
Spartans are averaging 35 points a
coincidentally. that’s
game and.

Football
what the Aggie defense surrenders
per game.
The Spartans have scored 40 or
more points in three of four league
games so far. With their sixth
straight win. the team has a chance
to match the PCAA record for consecutive conference wins 412) this
week. a record set by SJSU in the
1970s.
Translation: Even mediocre
outings from Spartans Mike Perez.
Guy Liggins. Kenny Jackson and
James Saxon could cause Shelton to
mumble "I told you so."
SJSU head coach Claude Gilbert hopes that will be the case. But
he is cautious to notice the Aggies.
recent string of impressive games.
"’They’re hot right now." he
said. "They have to feel upbeat. I
think the Aggies are a capable team.
They’ll be shooting for the upset like
the rest of our opponents. ’’
Perez, the subject of a long feature story to be released in this Sunday’s West magazine, might lind
comparable company in Aggie signal caller Brent Snyder.
Last week. Snyder (6-4. 214)
threw for a career-high 360 yards
and four touchdowns against rival
Utah. leading his team to a 41-36
upset victory. The PCAA Co-Offensive Player of the Week has completed 52 percent of his passes for
1,575 yards and 12 touchdowns.
"He’s a big. strong-armed guy

Vanos’ family sues airline
PHOENIX. Ari/. (A1’)
lawsuit claiming the Aug. 16 crash
of Northwest Airlines Flight 255 was
the result of the airline’s gross negligence has been filed in federal court
by the parents of Phoenix Suns center Nick Vanos. who died in the
crash.
The suit, filed Wednesday in
U.S. District Court here by Peter and
Jose Vanos of San Mateo, says the
crash ended Vanos "very promising" NBA career.
had
center
7-fixa-2
The
"unique physical gifts" that made it
likely that he would have earned a
salary equal "to the established stars
of the National Basketball Association.’ according to the suit.
Vanos, 24, was killed when the
jetliner crashed seconds after takeoff
from Detroit’s Metropolitan Airport.
He was returning to Phoenix with his
fiancee. Carolyn Cohen. The couple
had spent a finir-day weekend visiting her parents in Canton. Mich.
Vanos. the Suns’ second -round
draft pick in 1985 from the University of Santa Clara in California.
would have earned "additional significant income from endorsements,
sports camps and other financial op -

portunities that arise from a person
in this unique position," the suit
says.
The suit seeks $13.85 million in
damages from the airline as well as
funeral. burial and legal expenses.
According to the Vanos’ suit.
Northwest "violated its duty" in operating the MD-80 jet by allowing
pilots to disconnect a circuit breaker.
ignore a preflight checklist and operate the airplane "contrary and in violation of safe operating pnwedures.
Injuries kept Vanos out of 70
games during his tookie season.
1985-86. He became a starter during
the latter part of the next season as
the Suns won 12 of their final 15
games.

Next to Nebraska,
San Jose State is
going to be the best
team we’ve faced.’
Chuck

Shelton.

Utah State coach
that can lead that team." Gilbert
said.
Snyder is part of a revitalized
Aggie team that has won two straight
games after dropping its first five.
Against a tougher schedule. USU
has doubled its passing yardage and
scored 32 more points than it did
after seven games ill 1986.
Snyder wasn’t present last season when the Aggies capitalized on
three first half turnovers and built a
28-9 lead over SJSU at Spartan Stadium. It seemed that the Spartans’
45-41 win over Fresno State the previous week had taken too much energy out of Gilhert’s crew.
However. something Gilben
said in the locker room inspired his
team hi score 29 unanswered points.
and, despite five Perez interceptions.
SJSU w on. .04-28.
SJSLI’s last visit to Logan was
in 1985, when Gilbert’s team finished with a 2-8-1 record. Aggie placekicker Dene Garner nailed a
58 -yard field goal with less than it
minute left to give USU a 35-32 win.
Gilbert hasn’t forgotten that kick.
"The hall sailed clear over the
dag-gum field house." he said of
Garner. who made five field goals
that day. "It was a very tough loss
for us.’’
Few are expecting a similar
USU win. Including Shelton.

Hungri for a cop shop that
caters to iour odd hours?
kinko’s is the place.

kinkois

Open 24 hours.
481 E San Carlos St
(Between 10th and llth)
295-5511

as well as Jerry
(Nelson) and Luis
Aguilar, we could’ve
had a better chance
of winning. But we
made too many
mistakes.’

middle area. Forward Tracy. Day. received Gaither’s pass and nailed a
high shot, that just barely touched
the top area of the net to give Sacra
mento State a 1-0 lead.
The Spartan offense responded
with an all out attack on the Hornet
defense.
Continuously pushing the ball
upfield. the Spartans got so intense
that even two of their backs. Allen
Picchi and Luis Aguilar. made goal
attempts.
Then came the play that per
haps symbolizes the Spartans for
tunes during the 1987 season. On
what appeared to be a sure score for
SJSU, Hornet back Mike Lemm
stretched his right leg and knocked
the ball away.
Eventually the Hornets would
make it 2-0 on yet another unusual
play.
Picchi attempted to block a misguided Hornet shot with his leg. The
ball caromed off his leg and int() the
goal.
Behind by two points with
nearly 25 minutes left to play, the
Spartans tried despately to get back
int() the game.
Unfortunately most of their
shots either went wide or were weak
enough for Dooher (eight saves on
13 shots) to gather in.
"Our main problem was that
we didn’t get good control on the
ball," Aguilar said.
Sacrainento State scored its
final goal with 20 minutes lefi on a
break( ay

Julius

Menendez,

SJSU soccer coach
The tragedy of this loss was that
it undermined the outstanding play
of goal keeper Jerry Nelson, who
made some of the best saves of his
career (nine on 19 shots). Five
times, Hornet forwards had breakaway attempts only to have Nelson
sacrifice his body by diving across to
block the shots.
"Although we have lost five in
a row, I felt that I’ve played some of
my best games, thanks mostly to the
coach." Nelson said. "He talked to
me about concentrating on the ball.
"Even when the team fall%
apart. like tonight I’ll play harder."
"If our players played as well
as Jerry (Nelson) and Luis Aguilar.
we could’ve had a better chance of
winning,’ Menendez said. "But we
made too many mistakes.’
The Spartans last two home
games will be tonight at 8 against
Santa Barbara and Sunday at 1 p.m.
against Fresno State, both at Spartan
Stadium.

Largest single-event fund raiser
for lady athletes set for Saturday
Ry Karen M. Derail.’

N ides an interaction between athletes
and non -athletes that many people
never have a chance to experience,
said Pat Hanzad, academic monitor
for womens intercollegiate athletics
at SJSU.

Daily staff writer

"Walk for Women of Sparta"
has been called the largest single event fund raiser by women for
women in intercollegiate athletics
nations.% ale.
In s s % years, the walk has raised
over $5( x),(100 for the scholarships
of women student -athletes at SJSU.
Last year alone. the walk raised
$138.200 which works out to
roughly 31 scholarships.
The seventh annual walk will
start at 9 a.m. Saturday at South
Campus’ Bud Winter Track. This
year’s event is expected to raise
$150,000. Everyone is invited to
watch the walkers.
All of the walkers have spent
the last six weeks working with their
teams to collect pledges toward the
walk. On Saturday, they will circle
the track for one hour and walk up
15 laps. or four miles.
Following the walk will be a
champagne brunch and awards cere
mony at which the team with the
highest average amount (if money
raised per person will receive a
golden shoe traveling trophy’. Each
participant is also presented with a
monogrammed sweater.
Student -athletes accompany the
walkers around the track. This pro

challenge by Santa Clara County Supervisor Susie Wilson to SJSU President Gail Fullerton to join SJSU student -athletes in a run-a-thon called
Run for Nationals.
In the three months between the
challenge and the run, Wilson injured her back. So the challenge was
changed from a run to a walk. The
inside lane of the track was left open
so Wilson, Fullerton and then-Wom
eit’s Athletic Director Joyce Malone
could walk amund the track.
At the conclusion of the event.
the trio realized they had raised
$7.(88) for Spartan women’s athletics and decided to develop their own
fundraiser, "Walk for Women of
Sparta.’’

Hanzad added that she will be
out on the track Saturday to help
raise scholarship money.
Since the walk traditionally
takes place the last week of (ktober.
participants are encouraged to come
dressed in costume. L.ast year’s costumes included. Cher. Madonna.
Vanna White. Grace Jones. Irkilly
Panon. Linda Evans, Annie Oakley
and Princess Diana.
The walk began in 1980 with a

21st Century Technology
Starts Monday!
. 41111t0.00
vow"

Remember...

,
_,4<

o.

1987 VOLLEYBALL
VS.
HAWAII
FRIDAY.

* The prefix will now be 924.
* The 5 digit on -campus extension
will be 4XXXX.
* Dial 7 for an outside line.
* For an emergency, dial 911.

30
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Saturday, October 31
Halloween Costume Contest with Prizes
at Spartan Gym 7:30 PM
(Corner of 4th and San Carlos)

Tickets on sale now at the Spartan Ticket Office

(408) 277-FANS

It has fun
written all over it.
Sud

Take oh lov
W02-aece
removable hardtop

skl

oolabie racks
make It a cinch

Compliments ot
Associated Students
ot SJSU

people’s pals
Top’s Tool

YOUR FAMOUS 2 FOR 1 SALE
Buy Any 1 Item - Get Any 1 Item of equal or lesser value FREE*

Extra driving
iamps for lour
*teem evening tun

Saniumi

021.11( I

A COPY
AT 3 AM?

If our players played

Soccer

Daily stall

ALL 2 FOR 1 RACKS OF TOPS, SHIRTS, PANTS,
DRESSES AND ACCESSORIES
All

Get out ol
lams with a
heavy duty
compact winch

Four seats for
tour omes !se rr,r,
Help protect your lunmobOe
wth durable brush guard

2 For 1 Sales are final. Some items not included in 2 For 1 Sale.

Beginning SUNDAY NOV.1st THRU FRIDAY NOV.6th.
GUESS,

iiii5WASFORT -_FY,ftv
(Between Woite and Fad Oaks)

815 E. EL CAMINO REAL, SUNNYVALE, PHONE: 732-9100
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JORDACHE,

PALMENTTO,

,

SUZUKI

HEET,

ESPIRIT,

one of our pure Su7uki 4x4s. load it up with genuine Sunki ,ik:cssories
and make il your Stuuki. lt will still he the limest priced .14 funmohde
on the market. Take a test spin totta and put some run hack into dns mg
Take

NOI,

CHIC,

GENERRA,

PARIS BLUES,
LEVI,

LEE,

ZEPPELEN,
ZENZ,

JIMMY Z ,
RAG CITY.
FRANK.

ROCKY MT ,

EDWIN,
CODE BLEU,
HYPE,

arid more

ALTERATIONS AVAILABLE VISA/MASTERCARD/AMERICAN EXPRESS/DISCOVER CARDS honored

1074 Lincoln Ave. Willow Glenn San Jose 947-PANT (7268)
STORE

HOURS:

SUNDAY,11-8/MON

THRU

FRI,9:30-9:30/SAT,9:30-7

, Local News
Fall
From page I
Company of Santa Clara. a specialty
contracting company.
H.T. Mancini is the company
working on the metal decking of the
Rec Center The president of the
company. could not he reached fin
comment following the accident. al
though he was reported at the site
during the ensuing. investigation
Other Rec Centei workers took
the rest ot the day off in observance
of his death. hut v.ill retuni to the
construction site today . Malone said
The cost ot losing a half -day ot
work on prole, t is unknown. accord
ing to Pat W iley . associate direcioi
of the Student Union.
Student Union Director Ron
Barrett was gone tot the day and
vould not he reached tor , omment
Jilt]
Barbara Plata. I
struction nianagei toi la. dales de
velopment and operations. alsii
could not be reached for comment
Thursday evening.
Two SJSU students, who were
talking in front of the Music Building at the time of the accident.
"heard’ the incident.
Rubi Pantaleon. a marketing junior, said she heard a yell "like
someone was Lilting.
"I couldn’t see him but there
was a crowd of people yelling." she
said. "They kept repeating that he
had fallen.
"I asked a worker ft he ,toin,j
be OK and he said he thought title
victim) had broken his neck," Pan
taleon said.
Pantaleon added that seeing the
man on the ground gave her "a very
strange feeling .
Jim C’romptori. a liberal studies
funior. said initially everyone ran
IWO" it, the site in concern.
"Then I think someone figured
out he had died on the spot." he
said. "They all Ited dispersed and no
one really looked at him atter that."
When the ambulance arrived.
the construction von kei s picked up
planks ly mg on the site and built a
ramp so the stretcher could
wheeled up to the ambulance.
Crompton said.
A Federal Occupational ’,Acts
and Health Administration oit
Walnut Creek said w hen there is a
in
fatality at a construction site
volving an employee Irom a private
is his agency’s recompany
sponsibility to investigate.
Federal OSHA officials arrived
at SJSU Thursday to investigate the
death.
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Three’s a crowd

Robin Johnson. a graduate student in mass clout llllll ications. and John Schlichting, a marketing
seniiir, discuss their CLASS SChedUieS for next seines -

Dan Sweeney Daily staff photographer
ter. "Soda." a yellow Labrador retriever, looks
fiar something more interesting,. Soda is the mascot
iit Pi kappa Xlpiiii.

House rejects $12 -billion tax increase
WASHINUTON (AP)
the
House Thursday rebuffed its leadership and refused to consider a
Dennicratic deficit-reduction package centered around a $12 -billion
tax increase.
The 217-20.3 vote reflected
sentiment that Congress should
rely on ongoing negotiations between its leaders and the White
House. to produce a deficit-reduction plan. It also indicated considerable opposition to a big welfare overhaul prov ision that is attached
to the deficit -cutting hill. And. it
showed that inany lawmakers
would prefer to avoid a tax increase.
Every
Republican
voted
against considering the hill.
Speaker Jim Wright. D.
Texas. said the House Rules Com
mince would nieet later in ilic il.c.
and strip oft the el hire 1,1, i

Fountain
From page I
Some of Ow
S directors
were concerned about a person
chmbing over the fence and getting
n lured and subsequent lav. suit
"If you tall on the sidevalk you
have a liability problem hut you
don’t see people padding the sidewalks... Swanson said.
The additional 1.-1.(00 would be
spent if the committee had to huy the
two light poles to make the tountain
visible at night. If they are not do.
nated. the cost would he S1.900 to
$2,200 each.
Members ot seseral Greek orgam/anon% haw expressed interest
in donating the labor Delta Upsilon
fraternity and Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity have both said they vy
take time necessary to do everything
except connect the filter system.
which could he done by a unisersits

AIDS
From pip’ I
combating the spread of AIDS.
Groups such as Planned Parenthood
and The United Way have given
their support tor the program. Burgess said
On the negative side. some
physicians will a, thally refuse to
perform surgery on a person because
the patient has AIDS. he said
Burgess explained that the virus
which leads up to the AIDS disease
has been named human immunodeficiency virus Anywhere between 5
and 3 million people are currently infected with HIV Although it is uns’ertain how many of these people

Afro -Brazilian music
captivates audience

well:tie plan a part ot the deficitreduction hill.

National
News

Th.,1 .1,1
ir,
on the def kit pa, Lige

wn:

idas
The sole f awe after Vvright
called the 1)einii,.iatii. pa, Lige one
that 1’441, tairer than ails .ther mit I \ C
likely to emerge t14,11, Ilee4,11,1110414,
WWI (Ile \klille House
"Pt hat the members has c attenipteil hi ex pi
deft.. ele1/11,4
bipartisan negotiating lean’ a
chance...
tiouse
Republi, an
Leader Bob Mhhel id Illinois said
after the side
Wright atknov, !edged. how
ever. that 25 to 30 members ot his
party also objected to makine the

At the Willie House. President Reagan met \\Oh 111,4 11,1, 0:4,114,1111, ad,
011
ling negotiations. telling them. "It
sounds like
talking about
the right issues
\ nd spokesman
\larlin I itivtatei said Reagan’s
aides woe satistie,1 with the pro.
giess
negotiations ,A
Cipli1,1
HIII
Reagan.
brieled i in the
he
tween the White House and lass
makeis Oil the
4.11111111.’ et
toils Ifs his chiet
-.Litt Flow aid
Bakei. 1114%1.411 ’Ne4.1e1.11,. 1,11114:14
Baker III. ( Hike
Management
and Budget Dm., hit hin
and national securits arts iser Frank

By I .orraine Grant
Daily staff writer
If you missed the Afro-Bra/if
ian music performance Wednesday.
night, you missed an excellent show
SJSUs Afro-Bra/Man Percus
sion Ensemble and the multi -ethnic
ensemble Maiko had the audience
alive and moving while they pei
formed their non stop, rhythmic.
Afro-Bra/ilian music in the Music
Building.
"You couldn’t help but move
your body... said Bill Ireton. a sophomore. "Roil Powell (the featured
performer) talked to the audience
with his instrument."
sophomore said.
In his 15 years of playing. Powell has traveled around the world.
performed for kings and presidents.
He’s played in Carnegie Hall. in the
hills of Braid and on the beaches of
Puerto Rico. He’s performed with
Sergio Mendes, Tania Maria. Patti
Labelle. Smokey Robinson and
Sheena Easton.
"The message Maiko portrayed
was good. They mixed poetry. acting arid rhythm together. The whole
concert was rhythmically exhilarating... Ireton said.
Maiko is a multi -ethnic ensemble which blends percussiye rhythms
with colorful poetry. drama and choleography. The San Jose community based. women’s group was
founded in 1983. Maikii is a Japanese term when translated means
"Dancing Girls."
Maiko started the ikelling off
with power and energy V, hile acting
out poems with pen:11,414,11 alyi11111’s
in the background.
Arlene Sagun acted out the first
poem entitled "Magician." Her performance was so good that you felt
she was actually. casting a spell on
you.
I.ee Brooks followed with an
excellent acting performance about
the group in a poem called Maiko.
Brooks had the whole audienee
convinced she was a part of the
eroup Maiko and that she was proud
, it it. The way she danced around the
loom as she told her story. made one
believe Maiko was the hest group in
the world.
Perhaps the most energetic, enthusiastic Maiko performer of the
night was Adaku Davis. who had the
audience’s attention from the 1114,

Maiko is a multiethnic ensemble
which blends
percussive rhythms
with colorful poetry,
drama and
choreography.
ment she stepped on the stage to act
out her poems "Ain’t we bad" and
"If we were a rock ’n’ roll band.
"Ain’t we bad. was a poem
about charactei pities of black people
and those who have been successful.
It was told
ith such energy and
cont ’deuce by I )ay is that it was hard
not to believe yv hat she said.
After !Simko, the audience was
treated to SJSU’s Afro-Brazilian
Pellet1,14111 Ensemble who played
music yv hich could he heard and felt
blocks away .
The \ tio-Bra/ilian ensemble is
made up of a group of students from
the music tepartment and other areas
who pertorin music from Brazil and
Cuba that is often heard at carnival
and testis al times.
"I think the heat got the people
going." Rob Floyd. a freshman
said. ’You could feel it even if you
were down the hall...
"I just loved it. especially
when Ron Powell came in and stole
the show . ’The whole audience canie
to lite.. Si!..11 junior Concha Martinez said.
The Afro-Bra/ilian ensemble
played an excellent piece entitled
"Batticada Fantastica" featuring the
exciting rhythms find percussion instruments used for Brazil’s national
dance. the samba.
The Mro-Braziliati Percussion
Ensemble was started nine y.eais ago
at SJSU hy multiple percussion instrumentalist. composer and arranger 1)11111e’ Sabanovich. associate
professor ot iii// studies at SJSU.
11111tIlle and exciting ensemble is
the lust ot its kind to be offered a;
the univeisity.

Five-year custody battle ends
Utah couple to be permanent guardians of Navaho boy
WINDOW ROCK. Art/. (AP)
A Utah couple will become permanent guardians of a 10-year -old
Navajo hoy under an agreement with
the boy ’s mother. ending a fiveyear-old custody light. a lawyer for
the couple said Thursday .
"We.ie going to be hammering
out the terms of the stipulation.
said Robert Fin:son. an attorney tor
I )amel and Patricia Carter. of Spanish Fork. Utah. Ericson said the agi eement would include sisitation
lights toi Cecelia Saunders of lyantido. N \ I . the biological mother.
I here will he intricacies in the
imardianship concerning Michael
( alter
horn as Jeremiah Halloway

$40114:11 1’11,44M ’,Old Ile COUld 1,01 ivy .iiles shuttled hack and tonh between courthouse MOMS after MrS.
diSCIOSe immediately
Attoniey s reached the agree- Saunders and her husband. Arthur.
ment Thursday afternoon and began and the Carters drove about 25 miles
putting it into writing to present to to Gallup, N.M., to talk with the boy
Judge Calvin Ya//ie of the Navajo and bring him back to court to speak
to the judge.
Tribal Childrens’ C’ourt.
Earlier. Saunders’ legal advoThe boy smiled as he walked
cate. I.eonard Tsosie. left 011e Of the into the courthouse Thursday afcourthouse f00111’s Where IlegOila- ternoon.
tions where being conducted and
Before going to Gallup, the
flashed a thumbs up sign. saying,
Carters and Saunders sat at the front
"Veah. it’s oy el les settled...
of
courtroom and spoke alone for
the
Moments later. the Carters left
courthouse room As a red -eyed C’ar- about 211 minutes.
Saunders %As IK, unmarried
ter smiled. her husband said. "She’s
and unemployed at the time she had
still not real happy
the
child.
Earlier. legal advocates for the

Parking

plumber. Svi, aiisiiii said
.11,11
,I,114,1111,111t Spe
,14111/111g
1,001,4 alld tountains, has
said he is v.. Ming to donate his time
to super% ise the labia tiv dies
Eta Phi Beta. a sets ice sorority
has expressed interest in donating
the concrete benches and garbage
cans
Another problem is the cleaning
ol the fountain. Before it
Off, the filter had to be cleaned twice
a day.
Under the new plan. the filter
would have to he checked once a
week and possibly cleaned every
other month. 1.he cleaning would require turning two valves and v.ould
Nike about 11) minutes. Swanson
said.
The cleaning (1111e WOUId be
short because a worker would run a
atcher around the edge of the Mum
ram every day to pick up wrappers
and small debris. The fence would
also keep out much of the debris.

As far as l’in concerned.
those spaces at Humboldt (and Sey
enth streets) are definitely needed.’
Eli/ondo said. "I think it it wits
cleaned lip II %A mild he ()K to use
Thet,.
,7.5.49 students ell
rolled this seinestei Out of these
students. Mete are more than !arm lit
students who commute each day to
school. said 1 li/ondo Of these 14.
(XIII students. all ale tompetine toi
space in one of the three parking ga
rages. vy hit have a total 01 5.510
spaces as ailahle.
to figures given hy
Orbach. the Fourth Street Garage
holds I .1h0 cars: the Seventh Street
Garage hold% 2.090 cars. and the
10th Street Garage holds 2.260 cars.

will come down with AIDS, it is expected that 50 percent of them will,
he said.
Despite beliefs that AIDS affects only homosexuals. the disease
has always heen present in the heterosexual community as well. Burgess said.
"(HIV) is a virus and viruses
have no sexual preference.’’ he said.
More heterosexual men come in
to the county health clinic for diagnosis and treatment than homosexual
men.
This because the homosexual
community has learned to use preventative measures when engaging
in sexual relationships. Flurgess
%aid
’Treatment for AIDS has finally

reached the pharmacies. but it is still
not widely available.
Ahdothymidine, more commonly known as AZT, was recently.
approved hy the Federal Drug Ad mintstration for use in prescription
form. The drug’s downfall is that it
costs $10,000 a year to use The
drug must he taken every four hours.
24 hours a day because it ha% a short
half-lite in the human body. Burgess
said.
Other treatments for AIDS are
also being researched.
A doctor in England acciden
tally came across an antibody win( h
appears to cure AIDS. He recenth,
received permission to pertomi moic
extensise tests
patients with tht
disease, Burgess said.

I rom pat, /
Fli/ontlo disa..ieed with Or
hitch

6bp
Representatives from The Gap
will be visiting campus for an
informational session on career
opportunities.
DATE & TIME: Novetnber 2. 12:30 to 1:30
X:ATION: Guadalupe Room, Student Union
STLJI)ENTS MAJORING IN: Accounting/Finance
(Wit li a mininnim of 3 accounting courses.)
Informal reception immediately following
see your placement office for ’,wry informatims
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A brief look at yesterday’s news

Local News

General News

SJSU President Gail Fullerton is up for her
three-year review. Fullerton will be reviewed by at
least 50 campus administrators, faculty members
and students who will submit their evaluations to
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.
The evolution, which was requested by Reynolds’ office, takes into account Fullerton’s general
administrative effectiveness, working relations with
the campus and personal characteristics of the president.
This three-year review is part of the full-scale
review each CSU president undergoes every six
years.

Philippine officials suspect it was communist
rebels who shot and killed two U.S. airmen and two
other people Wednesday in separate daylight attacks
near the U.S. Clark Air Rase.
The attacks came within 15 minutes of each
other and followed the slayings of two policemen
and the wounding of an army colonel in Manila.
Authorities also blamed those on the rebels.

The SJSU Foundation lost about $400,000 of
its $1 .4 million investment in common stock due to
the erratic waverings of the stock market. The foundation investments annually generate about $172,000 in profit used to fund scholarships.
Preliminary work has begun on the new building that will house the meteomlogy department, the
National Weather Service, and possibly a new addition to Spartan Shops.

AWAY FROM HOME end you don’t
know where to fInd
plom of
worship?? Consider the CHURCH
OF CHRIST just off campus,
N.
9th St , 286-0346. Need rkN? We
ere Christ center. Bible believing end people loving. Bah
Newt Sunday et 9:310
A.M..
Tuesday el 7:30 P.M. Sunday
Worship at 10 A.M. & 6 P.M.13orm
B ible stud1. wettable.
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For Information
e nd Ormhure sae A S
mil (406) 371-6611

office or

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE isn’t it time
you got down to 1M business of
your Ha purpose? Atteenethe
network
Asmssments.
Since
1970 Cerol WI1114 M A 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
DO

YOU NEED A CAR??? Pl.. mil
Al SILVA at SWANSON-FORDISUZU In Los Gatos, 3562101
Find mt how you can malty for
LOAN lodes,"

SCOOTER’135 HONDA Nte 150 windshield. wire begone carrier, helmet, 5995 2704239
’113

FORD
mute

ESCORTarconomy comRune good. nay battery,

$2200. call 733-4458.
’77 DATSUN B210 4 dr. 4 speed. now
clutch, good gr., very dependfah $800 or b o 479-8704 eves
’72 DATSUN 1200. runs greet. $850
b o Call 258-1276 Nave reiesmge
If mansveer

COMPUTERS
PC-COM" Computer & Accesoties.
404 S 3rd St w2. (Me) 295-160(i
One bloc% from campus Network
$995 IBM AT compatible 51,096
XT S525 Printer P10801 5179

STUDENTS EARN $10SIS’hr. working part-Ilme on campus. For more Info., cell 1-800.
932-0528.

coussELon

- whelk group home
for cM1dren Wort. M-F 64.-9em.
Grail .e. fer Psych or Spec Ed
stud. WM. CM 9-3 377-5412.

hark tu shipping here,
he should be ham)) to
learn. his )1111(lielliT
Ile Altai isms.

HIRING,

GOV’T

JOBS-your

$15.000-$68,000
6885. Ext.4250.

twee.
C.all (602) 431I-

INTERESTED

IN HELPING YOUNG
PEOPLE?? Gooch. needed for

an after-school sports and &viva. program@ In San Jose Middle
Schools (Jr High)
Sports or
Scouting background helpful, but
call
not
rem.sary
55 75 nr.
Bendy el 249-8080
MONEY,

MONEY!

MONEY,

Telemarkee your way to lois of it
if your ambitious, sett-mothieted
and DM people. call us On Ihe lob
training immallote openings in
our pheani. comfortable Campbett office Full end Pori time CM
3714.9090.
KAY JEWELERS

part-tkno Weeper son needed Hourly wives
comnIsaion No experience rim.
.sary. call 274-9247

PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP.
Nation.. firm now hes Immediate
...AM Starting pay rate le
$10! No experience is needed be-

ST , San Jose 14011) 295-1806

e vening and week.d positions
are eve/table end some ftexibithy
is *How. during final exams in

HAYES

COMPATABLE
1200
bd
rnodern fr ISM complris
set.
$69 Donk 253-27’75 sifir 5 pm

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
hos been SAN JOSE Institution
tor 15 yeses CoMpe-lievel stud.. of history. political mience.
B lack. Aston and Chicano stud-

addition.
ym qualify, corporele
scholorship
wercled, Interne.. ore posalt., and you may
earn 2,3.4 credits per quarter or
semester
During your winter,

EVERY HALLOWEEN,
NO ONE COULD GUESS
WHAT MY COSTUME WAS.

and ...IN summer
M.O., full tinw stork la emu..
spring

Call today tor information and sn
interview. or reil Mond. throuoh

.. social work, women s ekedlox lob. history. and monism &

Fricley between 10 end 3Ptil. (406)
9224366
the line Is Im.y.
Meese b. patient end try again

social.,

An equal opportunity company

should come In end
browse We oleo have. en Engel.
trenslalion Soviet lenitbooks In
the

social, science. We carry
both mme and used books In the
above fteld as well as fiction. po.
@try. children . mysteries. end
much more

Posters. rmords &
periodicals - and the Juan Choc.? Glittery featuring polars,
third world, and women’s art
B RED & ROSES BOOKSHOP -First St .
Jose, 294-

950 S

2930. (3 blocks south of .263)

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPERS.
ACCOUNTANTS.
CLERKS, Eam mon. while de
veloping en Impress. reeume
through lob wpm.. Pert time
positions ACCOUN.
&
TANTS ON CALL, 235 N 1st SI .
S.J 4324(1064
ACTIVISTS!. MAKE SU! Melte difference, regleter DEMOCRATS to
vole Full ’knee. MN Call 243.4593
SACK TO SCHOOL
Back to WorklminimlIntli!!!Ininn
Onset Sob opportunity foe return.
Ing students Pert lir. lob eeekera etc sem top dollar going tele
marketing for No Calf largest
Flexible Mors tor
nevramper
flexible people, all shifts Cal
taley 370-9096.!.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY,. Start your
own multi am Insurenca agency
Up lo 530000 osserenfee CornpIele trebling prop. at no cost
le you with maim corriperty CM
10.13714063

CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS! Walking 01Mance horn comp. TMe.
marketing SM. Account Exec.
Wow. Salsry. Uhr PLUS CM
Ensie mit 9111411.211

RECREATION LEADER MOD to work
vo youth egos 12-I5 Hours M-F
11 30-1Pla lot Sento Clem Parks
& Rec. Cell Tricia in 984-3257
Be your
SALESTELEMARKET1.3
own base Work et home Gast
commisMon peck.. Free Mining No experlence needed. For
personal IntervIew cell 415-96F
4833 Ask fCre IP /ledger
SECURITY

OFFICERS

PROCESS

Rx. Op. 7 day.
week ’near.
once & Medical ens warmly wel-

LARGE CLEAN 3 bedroom, 2 WM.
5650 Close to campus or prkg.
529 5.10th St Call 275-19.5
LARGE 4-5 BDRM HOUSE for eent.
$1100,mo Cali Stove or Eileen al
462-0516 A.liable Nov 1st or
sooner. North 6th St

permarket one block. bus & tile
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Call me! I wanI to s you again! I
had fun Nat time! Call me!
BLOWN from BOWIE CONCERT
BEWARE... That crazy brunette. JILL
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SERVICE.

NSWER

512 95 mo. No equipment 8 no
phone needed Lots of f.tures,
cM 977-3011

AAAA ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABil ITY.
ACK NOWL
EDGEABLE in tyi mg that s lops
Thanks
trust Tony 296-2097

for singas Call 993-3711
DiSC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
You ve got the party. we ve got
Me music, lalchel Productions

SI 50 per page double spmed
Available seven days weekly
Guici) turnaround All wore! gmr

PROFESSfONAL

provIdes wkle .riely of music
for your wedding, party. or dance

sniped Thanks
A BEAUTIFUI PAPER every lime. F.
(rammed with simoi reports
the.s. trenscription end group
projects
Pick -Up & Delivery
Grammer Check. Editing avail.
eble Student discount Only 12

at reasonable rel. Call Desiree
or Phil est 249-2820 922-7359
REWARD YOURSELF WITH bast EU.

minutes away Cali now lo reserve
time before the rush’ 4081 9463862 Panuslie - Words and More

ROPEAN

secret (unadverliattil
heir end skin products Flare busl.
and or hincirsising opportu
nIty Call write VIKTOR findepen.

ABSTRACT WE’RE

NOT. Academic
word processing our speciality
Guaranteed letter quality accu
racy Fr. disk storage proofing

dent distributor) et 270-3Tra, P 0
Box 9. Son Jo.. Ca 95013 or
Hall
211,
Monday
Swam.
through FrIcley
ROVING

Reasonable rates We re testa.
pendoble.gramenarasperienced

MECHANIC

mar campus
BRAKES. tienaupe FOREIGN &

milege grads. so mll us with pa
persreporis. theses (esp SCI.
ENCE) etc at 251-0449

DOMESTIC, Low men.. Reaoonable Plea. call 2954746 ask
for CHUCK.",

PROFESSIONS’
AND
ACADEMIC
word processing Years of espial
ence serving SJSU racuity and
students HP 14..41 output All
work guarantad Minutes from

K UNMAN., Distinctive portraiture
with a sensitive touch A variety

campus. call PJ al 923.2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING 15
years experience Group capers.

TRAVEL

theses a specialty Student des,
count and fr. disk storage Call

AIRLINE COUPONS %YAWED United
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WITH JULIE". Youth
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reservetions. etc FREE WM delivery on campus 335 S 1 Ilh SI .
977-0799

2681 (SANTA CL ARA) Further
savings with ’sierra discounts.
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All of your liminess or madernIc
needs Serving Evergreen. SS/ &
few minutes from SJSU Student
Call Maur.n
rat. evellable
(408)224-0852. 9orn to 81.

teem paper. thesis welcomed 10 years typing word promessing experience. atter quality
printing Vary competitive rates
and fest turn around available
Students receive discount Access Data. 2131-4982
ask for Tem.

mrstty Call 1408)292-4047

SI 40 aim dmble-spaced typing
end spelling. 51 85 page, typing
and MI prootreeding Cempbell
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CALL LINDA TODAY. Avoid the rush’
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Professional word processing.
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TYPIST, TRANSCRIBER WORD PRO.
Story
Road 101
CESSOR’
rioubh-speCed
SI 55 page,
P lewe call Cwolitt ’after 3 PM) at

fiv snag on my machine)

DRUMMOND

WORDPROCESSING
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WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers manuscripts. screenplays.
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uels. dissertations. rnass
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spell check. etc
rates Call K & R DESKTOP SERV1
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ICES et
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PRO-

CESSING. Fast turnaround Easy
price Ceti PARTIN, YOURS. 371,
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EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

WRITING

RESUMES

ocadenitc. business, legal word
processing needs Term papers.
reports. resumes. cover fellers.
group projects. maintain. Ihe.s.
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& delivery
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faulty Convenant locatIon 01
280 /I L eigh S2 standard doubt@

WORD
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formals
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371.8220
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struclors, smell busimas Terre ’
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Pamela at ’408) 280. I 1121

edit. disc storage (Mick turn
aeound Santa Clete 246-5925

essislance
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french
Spanish Ceti
English

reports resumes publications
manuscripts.
correspondence
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punctuation For prompt 7 day
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gremmar

298.7390
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timely peoduction of newsletters

fast aonornecal. professiomi.
term papers. thesis. puma ate.
cies, any arc any forma pickupdelivery. editing ay. Call 774.
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1
price "Unwonted Nat Map-

SU5,-(65.

phone 243-3964
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, books, Nodifillent foreign Minis I cueing
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income Is we can fine financial
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write today for free inhumation on

of plans to choose from all reasoned), priced
BY APPOINT

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE 01V hae
FT PT opening on wesitend saft
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tents we have the resources to
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engr & gred student multhingual
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fle.eng or using chemical depfiltortes Lel me permanently remove your unwanted NM Ichln,
DPW, tummy, mousische. etc)

science.

cIal aid front IM privet@ sector Is

witty, vivacious. altruistic woman I’m on occasionally charming. busy 27 yr, old

required NAHA neve vela eldv.
er’s Men. arttl be MN le NB 60
lba C.(415)4934800 im445
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TRa-oR- TREATERS

mem.. Spanish & Chine.
NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE? Einem-

sororities & fretranttlee 4 other
common Interest groups Great

sperm. of &AU WMch
DAILY toe Info Support le wens

mes,’Sswila Cara. CFI 727-9793.

THEY TUST 77-IIREW

now." 405 F Sento Ciar St at
9th, call 995-0488 We speak Viet.

hal 335 S Baymod Ave.. Ser
Jose. call 247.7486 tor eppoint
rnent

9AM-4PM. 260 Wadi. A.. S.J.,

GUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd between Oftoft
San To-

BuT

GIVE US SLICES OF

weys have 10% oil Call for appt

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!! Unwonted
reino.d 1Weiner Confklen.

SJSU STUOENTS like HOWARD CHEN
who want to see the fountain run
ash. The goers No welting the

286-5880

11Rs NORTON USED TO

NMI< AND CURSE OUT

NO HENRY

come SJSU students 4 staff al-

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
Maw? Easy with AlAVOX 24 hr
messaging service Perfect for

SERVERS. FT PT SiO’S-all shifts
FT/PT earnIng page. Naas,
We all Min Apply in parson M-F

SECURITTNECEPTION al shifts flepi
$5-116tu to Nat Foe benefits. no
experience needed Apply VAN-

mY OLD islAN WOULD GET

SUPERMAN!

HOUSING

films.

Gene Mahoney

Good Clean Fun

yoURE
6/1-1

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 meat North
of camp. Gael security building Singi. only $395 to 5425 Su-

pert lime Don-295-81341

Sheila Neai

Isaac Newt

The city council, to the applause of Oakland
landlords and realtors, took the first step toward re pealing all rent controls and abolishing the city’s
rent arbitration board. The council asked its legal
staff to prepare an ordinance for a later, final vote to
repeal the Residential Rent Arbitration Ordinance
and disband the seven-member board that settled
landlord -tenant disputes.

others. FT & PT avail Call today!
1-518-459-3546
(toll-refundable)
esti! 404. 24 Ms

HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr campus.
Must kmw repeir plumbing $71ir

2riiiI)) lio

kaisluti

lift priest.
the rabbi and the girdle
salesman. hut Ile has
appartmll choked
thi
tlutch.

file slori

A racist pamphlet was stuffed secretly into
copies of a student newspaper at the University of
Califomia, Riverside and called "moral illiteracy"
and "the work of a sick person" by UC officials.
Peter Roberson, editor of The Highlander, said
students were not paying much attention to the pamphlet.
-

EARN EXCELLENT MONEY In home
eawnibly worlt Jeweiry. toys &

GO GO DANCERS" $300 week for 6
hrs. no experience necessary
CaN 787-6967

ii

ii

NMI SUeell SS

Eighty-five protesters were arrested Wednesday as they blocked the entrance to a Lockheed Missile facility in an attempt to stop employees froni
getting to work.
The protesters were demonstrating against
Lockheed’s work on the Trident II missile which is
said to have first-strike capabilities.

PART-11ME SPACE needed Mete gred
student needs place fer sleeping
beg & shower eboul once week
due to long commute Will pay S.
K. 726-0639

cause of mr Intent.. on h. lob
training progrom Gems’ math end
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SJSU students will pay $427 in registration
fees next fall semester if Gov. George Deukmejian
and the Department of Finance adopt next year’s increased school budget proposed by the California
State University Board of Trustees in Long Beach.
Associated Students President Michael McLennan said there is a need for an increase in the
school budget, but it is unclear where the money is
going.
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Kids: A special day
I Will 1410’ I

treated down the odd -numbered
floors. Even -numbered floors were
made to limit.; flaunted with cobwebs.
cemetery plots, ghouls. goblins and
strobe lights.
"They did a good lob scaring
us... said one young girl.
"Fven %Mlle Or the residents
that were bringing the kids down
through the halls were scared," said
Sean Anderson. a West Hall resident
adviser.
To cap ott the night, awards
were gisen for the apple bobbing and
pumpkin carving contests and the
children were given hot apple cider
to otitis as Davis read a Halloween
story .
Davis said Anderson. Lisa
Wooldridge. Tim Vintner. Anna
Retro,’ and Alan Dunston helped
make the Halloween program a rousing success.
Anderson said he was pleased
he got involved in the prograin.

The residents did not expect so
many teen-agers to show up.
"It surprised some ot the resi
dents They owe. ted younger k
to attend." Anderson sdid "Bur ilk
Older OM’S Were Ills! .is

as the younger ones
Anderson said lie enioy ed par
ticipating the et ent
"I had a ball I in exhausted hut
it was definitely stint.’I it." he said
"Just watching the kill, \\its
hearing them talk to ea, li other and
asking what awards (het co, h got."

"Ft en residents who didn’t
originally ,ign up started to get in
volved," he said
West Hall iesident Carl Phillips
said he volt] weer ed because "1 like
to scare the kids "
Fellow resident Terry White
said he had a friend tt ho v, as in a
shelter like the Siltlia (111,1 Counts
Children’s Shelter
"He had a real had nine there:.
"It is a good feeling to help
t,,
these kids that wouldn’t have had the White said. "This is a mat tot
opportunity to do this where they make a difference

messages need to he clear %% hen
ing ’yes’ in riii
while
In princi.ting
during the
walking around
From page I
evening hours. it is suggested that
Craft -Keller said
students use the "hiiilds system
The mx:ialization process is a,
"I can’t entph.raie enough the
contributor to the problem of date. use of the emoit sei lee or the
rape because "we don’t make it OK ’buddy’ system
they help...
for women to say ’no’ and for men to, Ede! said.
accept ’no’ as an answer. When
women say ’no. men need to learn
not to continue pursuing the issue."
she said.
Date nape is sexual assault
against a woman by, a person the ic
tim knows personally. The rapi,t
could be anyone -- a date, an ai
quaintance. classmate. co-worker.
boss. ex-husband. family member or
neighbor. He could even be a boytriend or fiance.
Date rape is also known as "ac
quaintance rape." "social rape...
"silent rape... and "cocktail rape..
Most often these forms of rape
are not reported because the victim
feels guilty or is unaware a crinie
was committed.
"Sometimes she doesn’t understand that a crime was committed oi
she sometimes doesn’t realize if Ile
took advantage of her or not," said
UPD Investigator Terry F.del.
V
i
Date rape is sexual vitileik e
that’s directed at women. It occins
as a result of poor communican.,,,
when two people do not have a clear
understanding of each other’s sexual
intentions and expectations.
41
It can occur when a man. think
mg a woman is "playing hard to
get... believes she really means ’yes’
when she means ’no.’
"Students need it) be aware and
,onimunicate openly. their mes
’,lees... Craft -Keller said. "The

Smile!
You’re
on
candid
camera
liroadeast
journalisnt senior
Rand De% ecci
photographs jit
%%Akers in front of
Ssseeney Hall for
I pdate Noss. I lie
student loco s
program airs on
Sattirda.ss at I:311
p.m. on chi
I
54.

Safety

Ken Johnston -- Daily staff photographer

now, beer this mai came onhiftorn a keg
Draft beer is as real as beer gets. Since it’s not heat-pasteurized,
heat can’t change its rich, smooth real taste.
(Waft is as real’as that. It’s not heat-pasteurized
Miner
Ilke most other beers in bottles and cans. Instead, it’s cold-filtered so
it’s as rich and smooth as only real draft beer can be.

As real as it gets.

Skiing
From page /
staff and their guests. said Chuck
Dale. Ski Club president. during
Wednesday’s meeting.
Dale said he would like to see
the event "toster a lot of interaction
involved. as well as
between
generate an awareness of the Ski
Club."
The Ski Club will take II buses
and 506 participants to Soda
Spnngs. Calif. and rent a ski resort,
located on Donner Summit in the
Sierra Nevada’s near Lake Tahoe.
The club originally submitted a
request ot $12.000 to the A.S. controller in order to provide the event
tree-ot-charge. The figure. however,
was adjusted to $4.500 before being
present to the A.S. Those attending
must pay $15 it they choose to take
the bus.
"The only problem I have is. if
we offer money. we are offering
only to people on campus who ski.’
said Donna Kaylor. communications
director, who ithSt:1111ed 110111 the
vote. "Are we setting a precedence?" she asked fellow board
members.
Dale said he is targeting the beginning skiiers also. anti "I have offered the services of the ski club tutors... in assisting them.
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